Steps Beyoğlu Walk held on December 15 and see other events of the Beyoğlu Senn project, you will be on display in the Meşher Gallery until the end of March. To view videos of the Curious Steps Beyoğlu route, you can visit our project website and social media accounts.

After a long pandemic break, SU Gender’s Curious Steps: Gender and Memory Walks program was held its first physical walk in Beyoğlu on December 15. This walk was realized as part of the joint research of Eda Acara and Ayça Kurtoğlu, as well as Merve Altun Ekinci and Canan Koca. Hülya Adak and Emrehan Deniz Çeleb from SU Gender participated in the opening session, facilitated by Ayşe Gül Altınay. Meral Akkent gave a talk titled “Growth and Change and the European Green Deal Practice from a Gender Perspective on the Axes of Diversity and Inclusion.”

The Şrn Tekel Research Awards Given to Outstanding Winners

The Şrn Tekel Research Awards, which aims to support gender-focused research in the business world in the fields of gender, diversity, and inclusion, was held this year. We started negotiations with experts in the field to expand the trainer pool of SU Gender’s adult training. The virtual training for executives from various companies within Sabancı Holding in cooperation with EDU, within the scope of the ProGender+ program, was organized a Gender Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Meeting held on December 15.

Narratives in Turkish Literature: What Kind of Literary Aesthetics?...